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Abstract Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) and X.

oryzae pv. oryzicola (Xoc) cause two major seed quarantine

diseases in rice, bacterial blight and bacterial leaf streak,

respectively. Xoo and Xoc share high similarity in genomic

sequence, which results in hard differentiation of the two

pathogens. Genomic-associated Markers and comparative

Genome Maps database (GMGM) is an integrated database

providing comprehensive information including compared

genome maps and full genomic-coverage molecular mak-

ers of Xoo and Xoc. This database was established based on

bioinformatic analysis of complete sequenced genomes of

several X. oryzae pathovars of which the similarity of the

genomes was up to 91.39 %. The program was designed

with a series of specific PCR primers, including 286 pairs

of Xoo dominant markers, 288 pairs of Xoc dominant

markers, and 288 pairs of Xoo and Xoc co-dominant

markers, which were predicted to distinguish two patho-

vars. Test on a total of 40 donor pathogen strains using

randomly selected 120 pairs of primers demonstrated that

over 52.5 % of the primers were efficacious. The GMGM

web portal (http://biodb.sdau.edu.cn/gmgm/) will be a

powerful tool that can present highly specific diagnostic

markers, and it also provides information about compara-

tive genome maps of the two pathogens for future evolu-

tion study.
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Introduction

Xanthomonas oryzae is the major phytopathogenic bacteria of

rice (Oryza sativa), includingX. oryzaepv.oryzae (Xoo) andX.

oryzae pv. oryzicola (Xoc), which are the causal agent of

bacterial blight (BB) and bacterial leaf streak (BLS), respec-

tively. BB is the most serious bacterial disease of rice which is

distributed in both temperate and tropical regions, and can

decrease rice yields by up to 50 % (Mansfield et al. 2012). By

contrast, BLS is prevalent primarily in tropical regions which

can reduce yield by 30 % (Kang et al. 2008). BothBBandBLS

also have been considered as quarantine diseases in some

countries, including China and United States (Niño-Liu et al.

2006). Both Xoo and Xoc are not only important for food

security, but also are models for understanding bacterial

interactions with plants. Rapid detection and accurate identi-

fication of pathogens are important for both plant protection

and regulatory reasons, and incorrect diagnoses can result in

large financial losses. The traditional methods are based on

isolation of pathogen, such as biochemical identification,

pathogenicity tests, or serological tests, which were laborious

because of the close relation of Xoo and Xoc (Niño-Liu et al.

2006). In recent years, molecular-based methods based on

repeated elements, siderophore receptor gene, rhs family gene,
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and 16S-23S rDNA spacer region are widely used for the

detection of Xoo or Xoc (Kang et al. 2008; Lang et al. 2010;

Kang et al. 2012; Cho et al. 2011). Specific primers were

developed for Xoo and Xoc, by reliable and sensitive Loop

Mediated Isothermal Amplification (LAMP) assays (Lang

et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the detection and identification

relying on one or a fewmolecular markers are risky because of

the high degree of genotypic diversity and plasticity among the

bacteria. Moreover, a comparative genomics approach was

used todevelopdominantmolecularmarkers that distinguished

strains by pathovar (X. oryzae,Xoo andXoc) (Lang et al. 2010).

With the sequencing technology innovating, many pro-

jects of whole-genome sequence have been completed. To

date, the complete genome sequences of 4 X. oryzae strains

(including KACC10331, PXO99A, MAFF311018, and

BLS256) and the draft genome of Xoo strain-AX01947 are

available (Bogdanove et al. 2011; Salzberg et al. 2008; Lee

et al. 2005). It is possible to combine bioinformatics tools

for the identification of species-, subspecies-, serovar-, or

pathovar- specific target genes and others (Kang et al.

2008). These sequences were basic for large-scale com-

parative genomics and finding more useful diagnostic

molecular markers. Here, based on bioinformatics analysis

of complete sequenced genomes of several X. oryzae

pathovars, we obtained full genomic-coverage molecular

makers of Xoo and Xoc, including Xoo or Xoc dominant

molecular markers and Xoo and Xoc co-dominant molec-

ular markers, and established database—Genomic-associ-

ated Markers and comparative Genome Maps database

(GMGM). The database not only provides a tool to dif-

ferentiate Xoo and Xoc but also creates a comparative

genome platform to analyze Xoo and Xoc.

Materials and methods

Source of sequences

Bacterial genome sequences of four strains and the

sequence of one hrp cluster of Xoc RS105 strain were all

Table 1 Whole genome comparison of Xoo and Xoc

Name Species Genome length (bp) Match length (bp) Match length (%) Mismatch (%) Gap (%)

MAFF311018 Xoo 4,940,217 4,515,031 91.39 8.31 0.3

BLS256 Xoc 4,831,739 4,335,399 89.73 9.91 0.36

Fig. 1 The methodology of

dominant primers and co-

dominant primers. Figure I1 and

I2 of Fig. 1 is the method of

developing dominant primers in

Xoo or Xoc, respectively.

Figure II is the method of

developing co-dominant

primers of Xoo and Xoc
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downloaded from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).

The sequences were classified into two types Xoo and Xoc.

Xoo includes KACC10331, PXO99A, MAFF311018, and

Xoc include BLS256, RS105.

Comparative genome analysis

By comparing five bacterial sequences, the results show

that genome sequences are highly consistent in Xoo or in

Xoc. So two strains MAFF311018 and BLS256 from Xoo

and Xoc, respectively, were chosen for further analysis.

These two genome sequences were used as query and

subject sequences for aligning by BLASTN (Mount

2007) (Table 1). The result shows that the similarity of

Xoo and Xoc is up to 91.39 %. Then, using a Perl script,

the whole Xoo genome sequences matched on Xoc

genome sequences, so there are two parts of all these

sequences: match sequences and mismatch sequences.

Because of the high similarity of Xoo and Xoc, identi-

fying unique and distinguishing features among the

pathovars are critical for developing the specific diag-

nostic markers.

Primers developing

Based on the comparative genome analysis result, two

kinds of genomic-associated markers were designed by

eprimer3 (Untergasser et al. 2012): the dominant primers

(based on the mismatch sequences) and the co-dominant

primers (based on the match sequences) (Fig. 1). All these

primers were tested for validity by e-PCR (Lanar and Kain

1994). Then, 862 (574 dominant and 288 co-dominant) sets

of primers were obtained. All these primers can be found in

the search page of the GMGM database.

Fig. 2 Polymerase chain

reaction verification of the

computationally designed

primers. a Xoo dominant

primers validation with primers

set xood0073; b Xoc dominant

primers validation with primers

set xocd0105; c Xoo and Xoc

co-dominant primers validation

with primers set xxcd0074;

d Xoo dominant primers set

xood0027 specifically amplifies

most of Xoo strains; e Xoc

dominant primers set xocd0210

specifically amplifies part of

Xoc strains. Lane M is the

100 bp DNA ladder

(Fermentas); lanes 1–10 were X.

oryzae pv. oryzicola strains;

lanes 11–35 were X. oryzae pv.

oryzae strains; lanes 36–40

included other reference strains

from Aac, Xcv, Xac, Xcc, Pst

Table 2 The PCR experiment result of 40 strains in vitro

Primer type Primer number Selected number Effective number Effective rate Intraspecific

difference number

Xoc dominant 288 40 23 57.5 8

Xoo dominant 286 40 29 72.5 4

Co-dominant 288 40 11 27.5 0

All 862 120 63 52.5 0
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Experiment verification of the molecular markers

To confirm the efficacy and specificity of the primer sets, a

120 primers sets were randomly selected from the 862 pri-

mer sets to amplify genomic DNAs from 25 strains of Xoo,

10 strains of Xoc, and 5 other reference strains, by con-

ventional PCR. All information of the 40 strains and the

PCR verification results can be referred in the verification

page of the GMGM database. For example, the Xoo domi-

nant primers set xood0073F/R amplified 200-bp DNA

fragment in the 25 strains of Xoo, while failed to amplify

any products from the 10 Xoc strains and 5 other reference

(Fig. 2a). The Xoc dominant primer set xocd0105F/R were

tested by PCR against the 40 strains. As expected, a 200-bp

DNA fragment was amplified in all Xoc strains, meanwhile,

but not in the 25 Xoo strains and 5 other reference strains

(Fig. 2b). By using the Xoo and Xoc co-dominant primer set

xxcd0074F/R, a 100-bp DNA fragment was amplified from

the 10 strains of Xoc, and a 300-bp fragment was amplified

from the 25 strains of Xoo, but not in the other 5 reference

strains (Fig. 2c). Therefore, the Xoo and Xoc co-dominant

primer set xxcd0074F/R can easily distinguish the Xoo and

Xoc at one time with fragment size difference of 200 bp.

The target genes of co-dominant markers that we screened

are highly conserved between the two pathovars. Among the

120 sets of primers verified by PCR in 40 strains, about

52.5 % of them are effective (Table 2). All effective primers

are designed based on the genomes not the partly segments,

which means the primers are widely distributed in the gen-

ome, therefore, they can provide more extensive information

between Xoo and Xoc. Some genomic-associated markers

connected with genes can be used in the study of gene

functions. Specifically, genomic-associated markers can

solve the problem of identifying Xoo and Xoc in rice. Some

primers sets failed to effectively identify Xoo or Xoc

(Table 2), which may due to the genotypic diversity. Inter-

estingly, there are 8 ineffective primers sets in 40 tested Xoc

dominant primers and 4 ineffective primers sets in 40 tested

Fig. 3 An overview of GMGM.

The GMGM database contains

three parts: genome analysis,

genomic-associated markers

and experiment verification

cFig. 4 The display page of one verification primer’s detail informa-

tion. This figure is the page of the detail information of primer

‘xxcd0102’ in GMGM database. Primer information (a) is a detail

information table of development primer, such as primer name,

primer sequences, Tm, GC % etc. e-PCR information (b) is the

amplification results in silico of this primer in five strains

(KACC10331, PXO99A, MAFF311018, BLS256 and RS105). Elec-

trophoresis photo (c) is the agarose gel electrophoresis picture of this
primer in 40 strains (10 Xoc, 25 Xoo and 5 other reference strains).

Synteny map (d) is this primer position and relationship in five strains
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Xoo dominant primers, such as xood0027 and xocd0210,

which can amplify the DNA fragment only from the Xoo

strains or the Xoc strains, respectively, but some strains of

the pathovars cannot be amplified (Fig. 2d, e). Probably

during the long-term of evolution, some fragments were lost

or inserted in the genome. These intrapathovar differentia-

tion primes sets can help us to analyze the genetic rela-

tionship and the evolution between Xoo and Xoc.

Results

GMGM consists of some interrelated relational databases

(primer database and e-PCR result database) implemented

in MySQL. Each primer in this database has a unique ID,

which contains strains type (xoc means Xoc, xoo means

Xoo and xx means Xoc and Xoo), the primer type (Co-

dominant abbreviated cd and dominant abbreviated d), and

a 4-digit number in (e.g. xxcd0001). The data in this

database was handled and analyzed by a series of Perl

script. The web interface is implemented in HTML running

on an Apache web server. The GMGM database has been

set up on a World-Wide Web server allowing internet

access with a web client.

Web interface

The web of GMGM including three main parts: genome

analysis, genomic-associated markers, and experiment

verification (Fig. 3).

The analysis of genome part includes the detail infor-

mation of genome sequences and the BLAST results in this

study. Using a CGI script, an online BLAST is provided in

GMGM. When the query sequence with fasta formatis

submitted, it will detect the similar segments from the five

bacteria sequences and provided a result in a text file.

The part of the genomic-associatedmarkers provides detail

information of all the primers in two pathovars (Xoo andXoc).

Using the flowchart and methodology in GMGM, genomic-

associated primers can be designed. And all these primer

information can be searched by two ways: key words or

heatmap. Using key words include the primers ID, the type,

the strains Xoo or Xoc and the genome position. Another way

is by the genome heatmap of Xoo and Xoc. The map standing

for the genome of Xoo and Xoc was divided into several

segments, when one of the segments is clicked, the primers

belongs to this segment of the genome will be presented.

The part of experiment verification refers to the exper-

imented strains, methods and results. Strains page shows

the detail information and images of colonies in the culture

medium of the 40 strains used in this study. The methods

page provides the methods for culturing strains, DNA

extraction, and PCR amplification. The results can be

searched by the primer name or by strain name. The results

include the general information of primers and PCR elec-

trophoretogram (Fig. 4).

Comparative genome maps

The result of primer information also contains three parts:

(1) the detail information of primers (such as primer name,

forward sequence, reverse sequence, start position, end

position, production size, forward start, reverse start, for-

ward length, reverse length, Tm and GC %); (2) the

information of e-PCR results (such as primer name, target

species, start, end, produce length, predict length, mis-

match, gap); (3) a primer synteny map (Krzywinski et al.

2009; Niño-Liu et al. 2006) about the relationship of the

five strains. The synteny map shows the distribution of the

same segments and evolution relationship on the genomes.

Future development

With the development of high-throughout sequencing tech-

nology, more and more genome sequences of different rice

Xoo or Xoc pathogens became available, the primers that can

differentiate the pathovar will be developed and verification.

At the same time, the GMGM database will be updated

according to the availability of new genome sequences.

Researchers who are going to use the primers from this

study are expected to submit all valuable information (e.g.

the information of pathogens, the experiments condition,

electrophoretogram, even the paper you published and some

other information.) to enrich the content of the database and

provide more useful information to other users.

Conclusion

In GMGM, all data are freely available at http://biodb.sdau.

edu.cn/gmgm/index.html. The database will accelerate the

study of rice pathogens and resistance breeding, and also

become a valuable tool for the study of maker synteny

analysis and pathogens evolution.
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